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Systems Thinking: The Art of Understanding the Dynamics of
Systems
Piero Mella, University of Pavia, ITALY, ITALY
Abstract: Systems Thinking was introduced by Peter Senge in his book The Fifth Discipline (Doubleday, New York, 1990).
It is a discipline for seeing wholes, recognizing patterns and interrelationships, and learning how to structure those inter-
relationships in more effective, efﬁcient ways. Systems Thinking is a discipline in that it proposes: to train us to observe
reality as composed of dynamic systems;; to provide us powerful models of description and simulation;; to improve our
ability to gain knowledge, that is to learn;; to develop our intelligence. Systems Thinking, in that it is a discipline, must be
learned gradually, with practice, and continually perfected. In his book, Peter Senge presents Systems Thinking in an intu-
itive way, but he does not provide the logical principles behind it. I believe that the logical structure of this discipline can
be summarized in ﬁve fundamental rules the systems thinker must follow at all times: if we wish to understand the world we
must be able to see the “trees through the forest”;; we must develop the capacity to “zoom” in and out from whole to parts,
from systems to components;; we must not limit our observation to what appears constant but “look for that which varies”.
Variables – and the “variations” that these undergo over time – are what interests the systems thinker;; if we want to under-
stand reality we must connect the variables which are of interest to us in a chain of causal relations among the connected
variables;; we must “link the variables” in order to specify the loops between all those variations, thereby transforming the
linear variations into system interactions among the variables;; when we observe the world we must always specify the
boundaries of the system we are examining.
Keywords: Systems Thinking, System Dynamics, Leverage effect, Causal Loop Diagrams, Control Systems

Models for Intelligence

T

O “UNDERSTAND THE world” means,
in fact, to be able to construct coherent and
sense-making models of it;; such models –
which may be explicit or implicit (Matur-
ana&Varela, 1987) – should allow us to acquire,
update and transmit our knowledge in order to fore-
cast and programme the future, as well as to act and
construct our existence and that of our descendants
and fellow beings. «“Survival learning” or what is
more often termed “adaptive learning” is important
– indeed it is necessary. But for a learning organiz-
ation, “adaptive learning” must be joined by “gen-
erative learning”, learning that enhances our capa-
city to create» (Senge 1990:14).
Nonaka believes the generation of knowledge de-
pends on our perspectives and on individual will and
that the knowledge creation process is an art (mas-
tery) and not a science. The creation of knowledge
is not simply a compilation of facts but a uniquely
human process that cannot be reduced or easily
replicated. (Nonaka, 1994;; Von Krogh-
Ichijo&Nonaka, 2000).
Intelligent persons are those who learn quickly
and effectively;; they have the ability (innate or ac-
quired) to construct, utilize and modify models;; they
can understand their interconnections and changes
and always “know” what is happening and could

happen in order to control events and successfully
face the various situations of their existence, deciding
in the most rational way how to solve problems.

Systems Thinking Produces Effective
and Efficient Models
If intelligence depends on the ability to construct
models (Gubbels, 1992), I believe that the most
useful and effective models to strengthen our intelli-
gence are system ones – developed following the
logic of Systems Thinking – because such models
can explore complexity, dynamics and change.
Two important deﬁnitions are worth mentioning.
«Systems thinking is a discipline for seeing
wholes. It is a framework for seeing interrela-
tionships rather than things, for seeing patterns
of change rather than static “snapshots”. It is
a set of general principles … It is also a set of
speciﬁc tools and techniques, originating in two
threads: in “feedback” concepts of cybernetics
and in “servo-mechanism” engineering theory
dating back to the nineteenth century» (Senge,
1990: 68).
«Systems Thinking, Systems Approach, Systems
Dynamics, Systems Theory, and simply Systems,
are nothing other than some of the many terms
commonly used for a ﬁeld of activity many have
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heard of, for which many feel the need, but
which few actually understand. [...] Since I
prefer the term Systems Thinking, I will use it
everywhere to describe this ﬁeld of activity»
(Richmond, 2000;; see also, Bertalanffy, 1971).
Systems thinking has been proposed as the The Fifth
Discipline: The Art and Practice of the learning
Organization, precisely because, together with four
other disciplines – Personal mastery, Mental models,
Shared vision, Group learning – it is presented as a
means for building Learning Organizations, which
are organizations that develop a continual collective
learning by putting all their members in a position
to learn together while supplying them with the in-
struments for such collective learning;; that is «…or-
ganizations where people continually expand their
capacity to create the results they truly desire, where
new and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured,
where collective aspiration is set free, and where
people are continually learning to see the whole to-
gether. » (Senge, 1990: 3).
The cognitive effectiveness of Systems Thinking
models derives from the facility in constructing them.
They only require perspicaciousness and acumen,
make use of elementary techniques, can be under-
stood even by non-experts, and can be easily commu-
nicated, discussed and improved. They can, without
too much difﬁculty, be translated into quantitative
simulation models with the aid of System Dynamics
tools (Forrester, 1961).
In order to understand the world we of course must
not be satisﬁed just with Systems Thinking models;;
but for those who have neither the time or resources
to construct more sophisticated models the following
proverb is always valid: « Beati monocoli in terra
coecorum »: lucky are those who, knowing how to
construct Systems Thinking models, have at least
one eye in a complex world.
Being a discipline, Systems Thinking must be
learned gradually, with practice, and continually
perfected: «To practice a discipline is to be a lifelong
learner. You never arrive;; you spend your life mas-
tering disciplines .» (Senge, 1990: 10)
But what does Systems Thinking consist in? What
are its logical and theoretical bases?
Systems Thinking is based on ﬁve fundamental
rules, which I shall present in this paper.

Seeing the Forest and the Trees.
Travelling Between Parts and Wholes
The ﬁrst rule behind systems thinking obliges us «to
see the forest and the trees».
We can translate this rule – which requires con-
stant practice to apply – as follows: if we want to
broaden our intelligence we must develop the ability

to “zoom” between parts and whole, and between
units and components.
If we deﬁne a dynamic system as a unit of interre-
lated variables, then Systems Thinking views Reality
as an intermixture of interconnected systems, of ever
increasing range, that form a global structure that
generates a global process that cannot be understood
only by placing ourselves outside it (forest) or inside
it (trees);; we must always strive to “see both the trees
and the forest”.
Systems Thinking operationalizes the holistic view
in that it not only speciﬁes the range of our observa-
tion of the whole/part relation but, above all, tries to
identify the links and constraints that make the whole
and its parts interdependent.

Seeing the “Dance of the Starry Sky”.
The Importance of Variations
The second rule is perhaps more important than the
ﬁrst one, since it obliges us to change our normal
way of observing the world.
From our earliest childhood we are taught to de-
scribe and deﬁne what we “see” by looking for the
ﬁxed characteristics that “make things what they
are”.
On the one hand, we describe the objects we ob-
serve in all their detail;; on the other we use the innate
process of analogy to generalize the various speciﬁc
observations, seeking out the common traits of the
different objects we have observed, or those traits
which are “not too different”, so as to deﬁne concepts
and ideas.
There is nothing wrong with this way of “looking
at” the world;; what distinguishes the way Systems
Thinking “sees”?
This discipline obliges us not to end our observa-
tion when we have found what appears constant but
to search for that which varies;; it obliges us to shift
our attention to variables that connote the objects:
«the objects must be observed as vectors of vari-
ables».
The second rule of Systems Thinking implies an
equally important corollariy: we must not limit
ourselves to the variables we hold to be signiﬁcant:
«we must be able to perceive the variations these
undergo over time», measuring them with precision
based on an appropriate temporal scale.
However, this way of observing the world is not
at all automatic;; even this second rule imposes a
discipline on us. We must train ourselves to observe
change and get used to this as soon as possible, even
though this requires additional effort.
Unless you are astrophysicists studying the size
of a galaxy with a black hole in its center, counting
the stars on an August evening will not be very useful
to you in constructing a model of the star-studded
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universe. This was well understood by the ancient
astronomers. Yet motivated by the desire for know-
ledge, some of them decided to observe the positions
of the planets and the variations in their trajectories,
night after night, season after season, year after year,
so that, by observing the dynamics of the stars, they
managed to see the “marvellous dance of the starry
sky”, which still today eludes most of us.

The “Why Game”. Searching for Causal
Chains
Systems Thinking is also based on a third rule, which
is the most important of all;; this rule completes the
two preceding rules and requires constant practice
of them, forming together a very powerful logical
system: «if you want to truly undestand the world
do not be content with observing variables and their
variations;; you must search for the “cause” of the
variations in the variables you observe».
Why does the number of sardines in the Adriatic
Sea have a cyclical trend? The answer was supplied

by the great Italian mathematician, Vito Volterra,
with his famous dynamic equations of populations
(Volterra, 1931) – also independently discovered by
Alfred Lokta (1925) – which linked the number of
sardines (prey) to the number of sharks (predators).
These equations provide a simple and intuitive
explanation: if the number of sardines increases the
sharks have more food, and thus their numbers also
increase from feeding on a larger quantity of
sardines. The voracity of sharks thus reduces the
number of sardines, and those sharks who cannot
ﬁnd food are destined to disappear, thereby allowing
the sardines to increase again, thus allowing the
sharks to reproduce in greater quantity, etc., etc. The
cycle constantly repeats itself and produces an oscil-
lation in the number of sardines and sharks.
The model in Fig. 1 (the symbols will be explained
in the following section), which was constructed
based on Systems Thinking logic and simulated with
EXCEL, shows the cyclical dynamics of two popu-
lations of preys and predators.
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Fig.1: Prey-predator Simulation Model Based on the Equations of Volterra-Lotka
We can translate the third rule into an operational
form: to understand the “cause” of the variations we
observe in a given variable we must identify two
closely connected elements:
1.
2.

the processes that produce the dynamics of the
variables and the “machines” that carry out the
processes:
the variables that “activate” those processes
(causes or inputs) and those that “derive” from
the processes (effects or outputs)

This almost seems obvious, but the fact that normally
we forget that the variables change their values due
to the work of some process carried out by some
machine makes it extremely important to practice
applying this rule.
What process increases my weight, given my
physical structure (machine-body)?
Certainly the fact of eating more food;; my col-
league eats as much as me without gaining weight.
Of course the quantity of food is important, but we
must also take account of the amount of movement
by which I burn calories. Why do I eat too much and
move too little? Because I have little time! Why do
I have little time? Because I work too much! Why
do I work too much?
This is exactly like the “why game” we played as
children. Each answer to a “why?” gives rise to a
new question, to another “why?” The chain increases
until there is no answer to the last “why?”.
How do we bring the third rule into the “why”
game?
Why does our car speed vary? This depends on
the energy processes of the motor (the “machine”),
the energy consumption processes owing to the grade
of the road (environment), and the processes in-
volving the operation of the accelerator and brake
(control), as well as on the various sources of friction.
We can thus write (∆ means “variation”):
∆velocity=FUNCTION of [∆accelerator, ∆brake,
∆grade+wind, driver’s objectives]

always in reference to the car’s mechanical pro-
cesses.
But how many of us are accustomed to thinking
in this way? Isn’t it simpler perhaps to only think of
the variables and consider that the variation in velo-
city is the effect of pressing down or letting up on
the gas and brake pedals (automatic shift), as well
as of the grade of the road and the wind?
However, if we apply the third rule we are re-
quired to think – as in the “why game” – that the
speed depends also, and perhaps primarily, on the
mechanical processes (piston displacement, revolu-
tions per minute, tire consumption, load, etc.) and
the driving processes (driving ability, haste, object-
ives) of the driver, and that the pressure on the accel-
erator and brake are the control variables (causes)
of these processes.
But who among us can really say he knows how
the mechanical processes taking place under the hood
of our car operate?
It truly seems that the third rule – you must under-
stand what the variations in the variables of interest
to us depend on – is difﬁcult to apply when we ad-
here to the requirement of identifying the processes
that produce the variations and the variables that
cause them.
Precisely for this reason Systems Thinking allows
us to consider the processes as black boxes whose
internal structure and functioning might also not be
known.
What is truly indispensable is to note the connec-
tion between the inputs and outputs of the processes
taking place in the black box.
It is for this reason that we can simplify the third
rule as follows: «to understand the dynamics of an
effect variable (output), search for the cause variables
(inputs) and assume the process (even if unknown)
that connects them is stable».
In this simpler form the third rule admits this im-
portant corollary, which is now easily recognizable:
the dynamics of a variable (output) always depends
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on the process that produces it through the action
of its causes (input).
We can now readily play the “why game” without
any difﬁculty in order to identify the causes of the
causes of the causes, etc., forming long causal chains
of dependent variables that go on until our curiosity
is satisﬁed.
But there are surprises in store for us.

The Serpent Swallows Its Tail. Closed
Causal Chains. Loops

We are back in the Cold War era. Why are Amer-
ican arms increasing? Because in the U.S. there is a
rise in the fear over the increase in the Soviet Union’s
arms.
Why are Soviet arms increasing? Because there
is a rise in the fear over the increase in U.S. arms.
There appears to be some error in this game. Each
variable (U.S. and Soviet arms) increases because
the other increases. It seems we are witnessing a
Uroboros, a serpent that swallows its tail, or an
Egptian Mehen, a coiled serpent.

Let us try the “why game” with an example by Peter
Senge.

Fig. 2: Reinforcing Loop
But there is no error. It is precisely like this. The
variations in the two variables are reciprocally
caused. Between them there exists a loop, a technical
term that gives the image of the serpent swallowing
its tail, the symbol of continuity or, better yet, inter-
connection.
We can illustrate this with a simple diagram, the
Causal-Loop-Diagram in Fig. 2, where the arrows
indicate the directions in the variations: at the tail
there is the cause (input), at the head the effect (out-
put).
In this situation, for each effect variable (for ex-
ample, U.S. Arms) there is a cause variable (Soviet
arms);; but this also holds for the other variable, so
that between the two variables considered together
there is no cause and effect but an interaction, an in-
terconnection, a continual feedback, a loop in fact.
We can make it easier to write and read Causal-
Loop-Diagram 1 by recognizing that between U.S.
and Soviet arms there is a relation in the same direc-
tion, (“s”), as well as between Soviet and U.S. arms.
Both variables reinforce each other, and for this
reason they form a reinforcing loop, [R], which is
illustrated at the right of the diagram.
Does the example seem irrevelant after “detente”?
Perhaps, but if we substitute the pair [“U.S. Arms”
and “Soviet Arms”] with the pair [“U.S. Duties” and
“EU Duties”], the pair [“Calculating power of the
computer” and “Computational and graphical needs
of software”], or the pair [“Offensive arms of predat-
ors” and “Defences of the prey”], don’t we still en-
counter the same Uroboros?

Let’s play again.
Why is there a decline in sardines? Because there
is an increase in sharks.
Why do sharks increase? Because sardines in-
crease.
Why do sardines increase? Because sharks decline
in numbers.
Why do sharks decline in number? Because
sardines decline in number.
Now the game becomes more complicated because
there is an intersecting series of increases and de-
clines which are less simple to identify.
We can help ourselves with the Causal-Loop-
Diagram in Fig. 3, which is similar to the preceding
one. «Why is there a decline in sardines [effect]?»;;
the answer: «Because the sharks increase [cause]».
Why do the sharks increase (arrow at top right)?
Because the sardines decline (arrow at top left).
To make the Causal-Loop-Diagram easier we
observe that there is a relation in the same direction,
(“s”), between the number of sardines and sharks
(more sardines, thus more sharks;; fewer sardines,
thus fewer sharks);; but between sharks and sardines
there is a relation in the opposite direction, (“o”),
(more sharks, thus fewer sardines;; fewer sharks, thus
more sardines). The variables take turns balancing
each other, and thus form a balancing loop, [B],
which is illustrated on the right in Fig. 3.
Does it seem like a trivial game? Then let’s change
it by substituting “Sardines” with the “Demand” for
a certain good and “Sharks” with the market “Price”
of that good.
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Why does Demand fall? Because Price increases.
Why does Price increase? Because Demand in-
creases.
Why does Demand Increase? Because price Falls.
Why does Price fall? Because demand Falls.

Why does supply increase? Because price in-
creases.
Why does price increase? Because supply falls.
There seems to be some problems with these
causal chains.

Fig. 3: Balancing Loop
Yet, there is no problem. In the Causal-Loop-Dia-
gram in Fig. 4 we ﬁnd two “serpents that are swal-
lowing their tails” at the same time. Systems Think-

ing has simply rewritten in a simpliﬁed and clear
manner the law of demand and supply (in simpliﬁed
form).

Fig. 4: Balancing Loop: Demand and Supply
The reinforcing, [R] , and balancing, [B] ,
Causal-Loop-Diagrams represent basic modules
(Anderson&Johnson;;1997).
Systems Thinking states that a dynamic world, no
matter how complex, can be thoroughly described
and modelled by means of various combinations of
these two modules, by inserting into the loops a
greater number of variables connected in a causal
relationship, or by connecting two or more loops to
form more complex structures, keeping in mind that
we must zoom in to analyze the processes in more
detail in order to identify and connect other important
variables (Kim&Senge, 1994).

Figure 5, for example, offers a ﬁrst indication of
the system that leads to conﬂicts.
If we consider conﬂicts as the variable we start
from to interpret this phenomenon, then we can
consider competition as the cause that triggers the
process of the struggle for life. Competition is the
effect of the scarcity of resources. The process of
destruction connected to conﬂicts reduces resources,
thereby producing a loop [R] (there are two “o” s in
the loop).
The external connections that form a loop [B]
(there are three “o”s) show that conﬂicts re-equilib-
rate the population, and this reduces the need for re-
sources and probably competition as well.
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Fig. 5: An Easily Interpretable Causal-Loop-Diagram

He who Plants Date Palms does not Eat
Dates. The Importance of Delays
What is missing in the preceding models? It is clear
that the Causal-Loop-Diagrams in the previous ﬁg-
ures only illustrate the logical structure among the
variables. Why have we not explicitly shown the
processes that produce variations?
For Systems Thinking the dynamics of the vari-
ables depend on the logical structure of the loops
that connect them;; the operational “machine” can be
ignored, as long as its physical structure remains
constant over time.
This is enough to understand how a system func-
tions.
In effect, who can specify what the psychological
processes were, linked to the fear of the potential
enemy, that moved the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. to un-
dertake the technical, innovative, economic and ﬁn-
ancial processes to continually expand their war ar-
senals? And who can specify the processes that move
consumers and producers to change their decisions
as a function of the price level?
Nevertheless, we cannot totally ignore the pro-
cesses. We must at least consider the delays between
their inputs and outputs.
We can understand the effect of delays by consid-
ering how many times we have turned the mixer in
the shower without the expected variations in temper-
ature, so that we have to turn the mixer more and
suffer the devastating effect of the water becoming
scalding and then ice cold due to an unpredictable
delay.
Delays make the dynamics of a system quite
complex, but they do not depend on functioning de-
fects;; instead they are connected to the functioning
of the “machines” that activate the processes. Thus
they cannot be eliminated, arbitrarily reduced or even
ignored.
An Arab proverb more or less says: «He who
plants date palms does not eat dates», to indicate the
long delay before a date palm produces its ﬁrst fruit.

It is useless to insist;; there are no date palms that
bear fruit after only one season.
Taking into account delays and the impossibility
of eliminating them, only one strategy remains:
learning to identify them and, through experience, to
reduce their numbers and duration.

Everything Comes Around Again.
Systems and their External and Internal
Boundaries
Though simple, the examples presented so far are
sufﬁcient to understand the sense of the fourth rule
of Systems Thinking: «if you really want to under-
stand the world and its changes you must make an
effort to link the variables you observe and to specify
the loops among their variations» (Richardson,
1991).
The consequences of this rule are of the utmost
importance: the “why game” must continue until we
realize that the answer to the last “why?” lies pre-
cisely in the question we posed at the beginning, as
Leonardo da Vinci had already clearly understood:
«Everything comes from everything, and from
everything we produce everything, and everything
comes around again... ».
The concept of cause and effect that pertains to
two (or more) linked variables loses its signiﬁcance
when we consider those variables connected by one
or more loops;; these become “ Uroboros that swal-
low their tails” and constitute a unit that takes on an
independent meaning.
These variables represent a dynamic system.
This deﬁnition, though apparently different, is
entirely in conformity with those proposed by the
other traditional systems disciplines, which consider
systems as units of interrelated elements that produce
emergent processes, thanks to the micro processes
carried out by the component parts (von Bertalanffy,
1968;; Sandquist, 1985).
The following point needs stating: Systems
Thinking holds that in order to “understand” the
world it is enough to understand the logical structure
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of the dynamic systems it is composed of, leaving to
engineers, biologists, doctors, economists, sociolo-
gists, psychologists and other specialized scientists
the task of examining or building the operational
structure of those systems (Weinberg, 2001).
We can now derive the ﬁrst general law of Sys-
tems Thinking: «to explain the dynamics of a vari-
able do not seek out a cause but deﬁne the logical
structure of the dynamic system the variable belongs
to».
But how large is the dynamic system? How many
variables do we need to connect?
Let us not forget that the ﬁrst rule of systems
thinking obliges us to zoom inside a system – thereby
identifying increasingly smaller subsystems – as well
as outside a system to identify ever larger supersys-
tems.
Are we thus destined (we could say “condemned”)
to having a holistic view without limits?
Certainly not! Systems Thinking is the art of
“seeing” the world, and in order for what we see to
have a true meaning it must depend on our cognitive
interests. We cannot have a forest without limits.
For this reason Systems Thinking contains a ﬁfth
rule, which can be summed up as follows: «When
we observe the world always specify the boundaries
of the system we wish to study».
In reality there are two boundaries: an external
boundary that delimits the system when we zoom
from the parts to the whole, and an internal one when
we zoom from the whole to the parts.
It is not easy to identify or set these boundaries;;
fortunately, the more we apply ourselves to the dis-
cipline of Systems Thinking the easier and more
spontaneous it becomes to ﬁnd the solution to this
problem.

A Snowball’s Memory. The Systems of
Systems Thinking
It is important to clarify which systems Systems
Thinking examines and what types of models can
thereby be obtained.
Due to its intrinsic logic, which observes a world
of variables and of variations, Systems Thinking
mainly considers dynamic systems, building models
of a world of incessant movement in continual
transformation and evolution. Such systems are not
only dynamic but must also be repetitive systems,
able to repeat their processes over time, as well as
recursive systems, capable of interacting with them-
selves in the sense that their output, entirely or in
part, becomes their own inputs, so that in a certain
sense the system appears closed within itself in order
to repeat its processes over a temporal sequence.
Even if we are not used to observing them, recurs-
ive systems are all around us. They are the typical

essence of nature;; life itself is recursive in its typical
process of birth, reproduction and death, which is
destined to repeat itself again and again.
Sharks feed on sardines, reproduce, and their off-
spring will eat other sardines born from subsequent
reproductive acts. Car manufacturers as well as pro-
ducers of computers, bread, fruit, clothing, and any
other type of consumer good (which does not last
forever) well know that they could not survive for
long if the consumers, at more or less regular and
lengthy intervals, did not repeat their purchases.
Only the pyramids – like the mountains – are (al-
most) eternal;; no one would destroy them to build
new ones!
Man is also a recursive system for almost all the
processes of his existence. Wakefulness is followed
by sleep to allow us to face a new period of wakeful-
ness, which requires sleep again;; work is followed
by rest, the ofﬁce by a vacation, a discovery by new
research. There would be no arms race if today the
production of arms were not followed tomorrow by
an increase in enemy arsenals. And languages would
not survive over time if their teaching was not re-
peatedly passed on from parents to children, genera-
tion after generation;; we wouldn’t pay taxes each
year if each year we didn’t produce new income;;
feuds wouldn’t continue over time if each offence
weren’t followed by a vendetta;; and there wouldn’t
even be an increase in the average temperature if day
after day, year after year, there wasn’t a repeat of
heat emissions.
Now that we have underscored that Systems
Thinking makes it possible (though this is not easy,
since it is a discipline) “to see” an interconnected,
dynamic, repetitive and recursive world, we must
also realize that the systems observed by Systems
Thinking are systems (processes and machines) that
normally have a memory.
The system can no longer be observed simply
through the input and output variables;; the internal
state variables have to also be considered at the same
time.
Memory is present in almost all dynamic systems,
producing physical, biological, psychic and social
processes.
Unlike a rock that is rolling, there is memory in a
snowball which, when thrown in a gully, rolls over
itself and accumulates more snow, rotation after ro-
tation, generation after generation. There is memory
in the populations that pass on their language, gener-
ation after generation;; or in the consumers that prefer
the newest products;; or in ﬁrms, which learn from
their successes and try to avoid past failures;; or even
in my bank account, which accumulates interest year
after year, thereby producing higher interest;; just as
there is memory in my mind that grows tired and
needs restorative sleep, day after day;; and we know
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how memory is the engine behind eternal feuds
between individuals and peoples, behind scientiﬁc
progress and the search for new records.
We must realize this for Systems Thinking, which
isn’t easy.

The General Law of Systems Thinking
Having clariﬁed that Systems Thinking considers
systems to be repetitive and recursive, we can state
the second general law, which we shall call the Law
of dynamic instability. Paraphrasing Newton’s ﬁrst
law of mechanics: «Every object remains in its state
of rest or uniform motion in a straight line unless a
force intervenes to modify this state .» Systems
Thinking states: «Every repetitive system does not

endlessly produce its own reinforcing or balancing
processes because other processes intervene to re-
verse its dynamics», as shown in the general model
in Fig. 6.
In other words, every expansion is attenuated and
reversed by brake variables and connected balancing
processes which, in turn, can be upset by external
disturbances or even by associated reinforcing pro-
cesses.
In the world of dynamic systems it seems im-
possible to respect the wise motto: « Quieta non
movere , mota quietare !» .
Everything moves, but fortunately nothing varies
endlessly. And who knows: when the thermal death
of the universe arrives, perhaps another universe will
spontaneously appear!

Fig. 6: The Causal-Loop-Diagram of the General Law of Dynamic Instability

Conclusion. Systems Thinking and
Intelligent Decisions. The Leverage
Effect
Systems Thinking is particularly useful in the ﬁeld
of decision-making processes. It offers many useful
indications and rules, two of which are fundamental:
Above all, Systems Thinking warns us that a
problem must not be identiﬁed with the evident
symptoms that require urgent measures: the symptom
is not “the” problem because “the” problem is in
the structure of the system and its dynamics.
In order to solve “the” problem it is not enough
to remove the symptom – settling for short-term
symptomatic solutions with equally short-term effects
– but to intervene on the structure producing that
symptom.
Senge deﬁnes a deﬁnitive solution that exploits
the potential of the system’s structure and its loops
– not limiting itself to symptomatic interventions on
individual variables – as the leverage effect.
«The advantage of systems thinking derives
from the leverage effect – seeing in what way

the actions and changes in the structures can
lead to long-lasting, meaningful improvements.
Often the leverage effect follows the principle
of the economy of means, according to which
the best results do not come from large-scale
efforts but from well-concentrated small ac-
tions. Our non-system way of thinking causes
signiﬁcant speciﬁc damage because it continu-
ally leads us to concentrate on low leverage
effect changes: we concentrate on symptoms of
higher stress. We correct and improve the
symptoms: but such efforts are limited, when
things go well, to improving short-term factors,
while worsening the situation in the long run
.» (Senge, 1990: 131).
Obviously, as this quote clearly demonstrates, exploit-
ing the leverage effect means identifying the loops
in the structure – that is, the subsystems – which al-
low for greater beneﬁcial effects on the symptoms
with a minimum use of resources, taking into account
the time needed for the leverage effect to take effect.
Senge describes the concept of leverage presernt-
ing an example of a ﬁrm, WonderTech, which had
recurring problems with sales. While the sales went
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down, the marketing and sales vice president, took
a course of action:
«He held high-powered sales meetings with a
single message: “Sell! Sell! Sell!” He ﬁred the low
performers. He increased sales incentives, added
special discounts and ran new advertising promotions
describing the machine in an exciting new way. And
indeed, sales rose again. [but] After a year, delivery
times began to rise again – ﬁrst to ten weeks, then
to twelve, and eventually to sixteen. The debate over
adding capacity started anew. But this time, having
been stung on the last occasion, the top management
was still more cautious. Eventually, approval of a
new facility was granted, but no sooner had the pa-
pers been signed than a new sales crisis started. The
slump was so bad that the sales and marketing vice
president lost his job.».
The pattern is clear: increased sales meant more
orders for the production department. Production
had limited capacity, which, once exceeded, showed

in increased delivery times. These in turn reduced
customer satisfaction and lead to sales difﬁculties.
Increasing production capacity took a long time, and
if the managers reacted only after the capacity was
exceeded, it was already too late. When a new factory
was ready there was already a sales crisis
Managers did not see the relationship of these
phenomena, because they were so dispersed in time
and space.
This example clearly emphasises the importance
of understanding the system as a whole. Only then
we may focus our actions so that they have the
greatest leverage.
In fact, the causal diagrams do not automatically
highlight any solution;; instead they must be carefully
studied in order to identify one or more linked loops
– which are called system, or structural levers –
which, by being acted upon, can cause the leverage
effect.
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